I Introduction
Let us consider rst an N{body quantum mechanical system in n 2 space dimensions with interactions given by local short{range pair potentials (multiplication operators). By ams Classi cation 35P, 35Q, 81U; PACS number: 03.65.Nk y Fellow Sistema Nacional de Investigadores. Research Partially supported by Deutscher Akademischer Austauschdienst S we denote the scattering operator between the free channels, where there are no bounded subsystems asymptotically. In Theorem 1.1 we prove that S determines the pair potentials uniquely. In fact, it is enough to know S on states where the relative velocity between any two particles tends to in nity. Moreover, we give a formula with error term for the reconstruction of the pair potentials from the high velocity limit of (S ? I) (see equation (4.25) ).
If, in addition, the particles interact with long{range forces it is necessary to know (the far out \tail" of) the long{range potential in order to de ne a scattering operator, for example the Dollard scattering operator S D . In this case we prove (Theorem 1.2) that S D determines uniquely the short{range part of the potential. We prove as well that any one of the S D 's determines uniquely the total potential. As in the short{range case we give in Theorem 4.1 a formula with error term for the reconstruction of the potential from the high velocity limit of (S D ? I).
We also study the channel where one particle scatters o a target consisting of a bound state of N ? 1 particles. In this case we prove in Section V that the high velocity limit of the appropriate scattering operator determines uniquely the e ective multiparticle potential that gives the interaction between the incoming particle and the bound state, and we give a formula with error term for its reconstruction (equation (5.14)). Our proof, which is novel and simpler even in the two{body case, uses geometrical time-dependent methods.
We denote by m j andx j 2 IR n ; j = 1; 2; : : : ; N, respectively, the masses and the positions of the particles. The free Hamiltoniañ The measures on X andX are equivalent to Lebesgue measure. Given an (abstract) state 2 H we use both its con guration or momentum space wave functions where appropriate.
H 0 is self{adjoint on its domain D(H 0 ) = W 2;2 (X). We assume that the potential is a sum of pair potentials that are multiplication operators V = X j<k V jk (x k ?x j ):
Each pair potential is split into parts of short range or long range depending on their di erentiability and decay rate towards in nity
( (1.4) to simplify notation later we will use only < 2: C 1 1 is the space of all continuously di erentiable functions that tend to zero towards in nity. The splitting into short{ and long{range parts is not unique. Without loss of generality (see 3]) we can make it e.g. in such a way that in addition Vj k 2 C 4 (IR n ); jD Vj k (y)j C (1 + jyj) ?1?j j("+1=2) (1.5) for 1 j j 4; 0 < " < 1=2, where D denotes the derivatives with the usual multi{index notation. We de ne the interacting Hamiltonian as
It is a self{adjoint operator on D(H) = D(H 0 ). The time evolution of the interacting system is given by e ?itH .
We rst consider the case when there are no long{range potentials: Vì j = 0 for all i < j. The only known long{range potential in physics is the Coulomb (or gravitational) potential. If we know the charges q j of the particles we can describe the long{range part by Vj k (y) = q j q k (1 + y 2 ) ?1=2 and all other e ects are of short range. In the general case let V = V S + V`be given. If necessary we adapt the splitting in such a way that V = V S + V5 where V`satis es in addition (1.5). We then keep this V` xed and we use it in the definition of H D ; U D ; D , and S D . In the next Theorem we prove in particular that for a given long{range tail of the potential the short{range part is uniquely determined by the scattering map. THEOREM 1.2. Let a long{range potential V`2 V LR be given (satisfying without loss of generality also (1.5) Chadan and Sabatier (1989) 9], Section XII.7). However, it was proven in Weder (1991) 10], also with stationary methods, that uniqueness is restored if the far out \tail" at in nity of the short{range potential is a priori known. This is similar to the situation in Theorem 1.2 when long{range potentials are present. Moreover, a stationary proof of uniqueness at xed energy for exponentially decreasing potentials was given in Novikov (1994) 11]. In Wang (1994) 12] a proof of uniqueness is given with stationary methods in the N{body case with regular short{range potentials. They are covered by our method as well. Isozaki and Kitada (1986) 13] studied the two-body case with C 1 long{range potential. They proved that the potential is uniquely determined by a particular scattering operator with time{independent modi er.
Furthermore, one has studied with stationary methods the question of existence of a potential -the characterization problem -that is to give necessary and su cient condi-tions on an operator, S, in order that it is the scattering operator of an unique potential in a given class of functions satisfying appropriate conditions on regularity and decay at in nity. This problem was solved in the two{body, short{range case by means of the Faddeev solutions to the Schr odinger equation (Faddeev (1966) The paper is organized as follows. In Section II we obtain our reconstruction formula (Theorem 2.4) and we prove Theorem 1.1 in the two{body, short{range case. These results are generalized to the two{body, long{range case in Section III. Moreover, we obtain our reconstruction formula in the N{body case (Theorem 4.1) and we prove Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 in Section IV. Finally in Section V we obtain our reconstruction formula for the e ective multibody potential for two cluster scattering (equation (5.14)). A preliminary version of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 in the case where the short{range pair potentials are continuous was given in Enss and Weder (1993) 24] in the two{body case and in Enss and Weder (1994) 25] in the N{body case.
II The Two{Body Case with Short{Range Potentials
In this section we consider the two{body case when the long{range part of the potential, V`(x), is zero. The basic kinematical input of our proof is the following propagation estimate of Enss (1983) 26 ] that expresses in a convenient way the fact that solutions to the free Schr odinger equation have rapid decay away from the classically allowed region. We denote by B the open ball of center zero and radius in IR n and by m the reduced mass of the two particles. 
is independent of v. Proposition The proof of Theorem 1.1 given above shows that for the reconstruction of the potential it is enough to consider in the left hand side of (2.13) only v in a two dimensional subspace. (3.14) where in the last inequality we used Proposition 2.1 with r = ((3v=8) ? ) t jvtj=8 and (3.3). Moreover, since e itH 0 V (x)e ?itH 0 = V (x + t p=m) and using (3.9), (3.11), (3.12), and (3.2) we obtain that Vv t (x) ? Vv t (t p=m) U D (t) f(p ? mv) ( and it follows from (3.17) that (3.18) is satis ed.
Proof of Theorem 1.2 in the Two{Body Case: The fact that the scattering map is injective follows from (3.18) as in the two{body, short{range case. We now prove that (3.18) allows us to uniquely reconstruct the total potential V (x) from any one of the Dollard scattering operators S D . We consider as in Weder (1995) For any given pair out of the N particles we construct a sequence of states where all particles have high velocity relative to each other. The properly rescaled deviation of the scattering operator from the identity gives the Radon or X{ray transform of the corresponding pair potential or of its short{range part. This implies the uniqueness theorems given in the introduction. We choose the family of states here by mathematical convenience. Other choices are also possible. We have to introduce some kinematical notation before we de ne the states. In order to determine the potential for a given pair we use a numbering of the particles such that the pair of interest consists of particles 1 and 2. Once we have separated out the motion of the center of mass we use various coordinates that describe the relative positions and momenta of the particles. As it is usual for two{body systems one of the n{dimensional variables is the relative position x of the distinguished pair with its conjugate momentum p. h jk (jv jk tj) (4.18) where (1 + In this section we illustrate with one example how our method applies to other scattering channels. We consider a two-cluster channel where the rst particle is scattered by a target that is a cluster of N ? 1 particles in a bound state. This is a typical situation in scattering experiments. Since in the high speed limit the interaction between the incoming particle and the cluster of N ? 1 particles goes to zero it is natural to consider the channel where the cluster is in the same bound state before and after the scattering takes place. Let us denote by x the Jacobi coordinate of the rst particle relative to the center of mass of the particles 2; : : : ; N and by p the corresponding momentum The channel wave operators are de ned as (2) := s ? lim t! 1
e itH e ?itH (2) e itH e ?it(T 0 +E) P N?1 : (5.5)
As is well known the strong limits exist, and this also follows from the estimate (5.10) below. The channel scattering operator is given by S (2) = (
+ ) (2) ? : (5.6) By the Duhamel formula (2) ? 
? ? I) e ?itH (2) v ; N X j=2 V S 1j (x + y j ) e ?itH is the e ective potential for the interaction between particle 1 and the cluster. Note that since we integrate over all relative coordinates y j the e ective potential depends only on x. Finally, as in the proof of Theorem 1.1 in the two{body case we prove that the high velocity limit of (S (2) ? I) determines V e (x) uniquely.
